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ABSTRACT
_ This paper introduces an improved

smulanty model to account for cooccur-
rence. restrictions in the verbal roots of
Arabic, extending the results of [1]. A
new quantitative measure of OCP effects
and a new similarity metric are presented
based on information theory. Similarity is
computed by applying an entropic for-
mulation of the cognitive “basic level" to
a hierarchical representation of natural
classes as in [2]. .

INTRODUCTION
The canonical Arabic verb form is a

sequence of three consonants. Vowels
prOVlded by other morphemes are inter-
leaved with the consonants to produce
surface forms. There are strong, gradient
cooccurrence restrictions among the con-
sonants. in the root. In particular, roots
containing more than one consonant from
one of the following classes are highly
underrepresented [3].
(l) a. Labials = [b, f, m}

b. Coronal Sonorants = (I, r, n}
c. Coronal Obstruents = (t, d, T, D,

0. 6. S. 2. 8.2.!)
e. Dorsals = {g, k, q, x, 8}
f. Gutturals = {1, K, h, S, h, 2‘}

There are also gradient effects within the
major classes. For example, Ill and Ir]
have a stronger restriction than Ill and In].

The traditional account of the OCP ef-
fects relies on categorical cooccurrence
rules. The traditional model encounters a
number of problems. It cannot properly
account for the gradience of OCP phe-
nomena, both among adjacent consonants
and over distance [i]. In addition, it is a
negative constraint, and thus does not
account for the patterns of overrepresen-
tation presented below.

THE SIMILARITY ACCOUNT
According to [l], the degree to which

the OCP is _Violated by two homorganic
consonantsin a root is a function of the
perceived Similarity of those two conso-
nants. In addition, intervening conso-
nants'are Interference and thus reduce the
perceived Similarity of more distant con-

sonants. In this way, the radient nature
of the OCP is capturedgThe OCP is
strongest in the case of adjacent identical
consonants, which have a high degree of
perceived similarity. It is weaker for
identical consonants at a distance and for
non-identical consonants. It is weakest
for non-identical consonants which are
non-adjacent. Given that the similarity
account can capture the gradience of the
OCP effects, it is a more empirically ade-
quate account.

The challenge for the similarity ac-
count is to detem'iine a function that sup-
plies. the best fit between the similarity
gradient over the consonant inventory and
the observed cooccurrence restrictions. In
[I], srmrlarity was computed for each
consonant pair by the ratio of shared to
shared plus nonshared features. Con-
trastive underspecification was used to
capture gradient effects across classes.
For small classes, like the labials and
coronal sonorants. very few features are
needed to differentiate sounds, which in-
creases the value of the similarity func-
tion. For large classes like the coronals,
there are many features needed to differ-
entiate them, which reduces the value of
the Similarity function between members
Within the class.

However, the original similarity ac-
count did not capture all of the OCP ef-
fects [l]. The model failed to capture the
strength of the restriction between /x/ and
ligl and the other dorsals. Also, the divi-
sron within the coronal sonorants, where
/l/ and /r/ form a subclass in contrast to /n/
was not. captured. In addition, the use of
contrastive underspecification is undesir-
able. It is responsible for the failure to
differentiate the subclasses within the
coronal sonorants. Recent work shows
that the phenomena which were originally
taken to support contrastive underspecifi—
cation can be given a more satisfactory
reanalysis in terms of privative features
and licensing [5]. Finally, it is undesir-
able on formal grounds: contrastive un-
derspecification is inherently derivational
and logically intractable [2].
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In the remainder of the paper, we first

present additional evidence that the co-
occurrence restrictions in Arabic are

based on similarity, and not on categori-

cal niles. We then present a new ap—

proach to the similarity function which

more adequately models the data.

COMPUTING OCP EFFECTS
We have studied the Arabic root cooc-

currence constraints using notions from

information theory. Any consonant can

be characterized by examining the quan-

titative extent of its cooccurrence with

each of the other consonants in the sys-

tem. This set of values can be represented

as a cooccurrence vector, the elements of

which are normalized to indicate overrep-

resentation or underrepresentation. The

vectors of two consonants can then be

compared, revealing the degree to which

their cooccurrence profiles match across

the entire consonant inventory. The match

is quantified using information theoretic

interdependence. Two consonants will

have a high degree of interdependence if

the cooccurrence restrictions of one con-

sonant are predictable from the cooccur-

rence restrictions of the other. This can

occur in two distinct ways: either the two

consonants can have identical restrictions,

or they can have complementary restric-
tions. If the restrictions are identical, the

consonants pattern the same way with

respect to OCP effects. If the restrictions

are complementary, the consonants have
opposite patterns with respect to OCP
effects. When the interdependence of two

consonants is low, there is no relation
between the distributions of the conso-
nants.

The computation of interdependence is
based on the entropy of the pattern of
cooccurrence restrictions in the system.

Entropy is a measure of uncertainty of the
outcome of an event. Entropy is

Hm = Htp. p.) = —Zp. log. (a)
l

where p, is the probability of x having
outcome i'. If all outcomes are equipro-
bable, then there is high uncertainty and
the entropy is large. Less equiprobable
outcomes result in lower entropy. as the
outcome is relatively more predictable.

For a single consonant, we are inter-
ested in the uncertainty between two pos-
sible outcomes: overrepresentation or un—
derrepresentation with respect to other
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consonants. For a pair of consonants
there are four possible outcomes. They
may be: both underrepresented, one un-
derrepresented and the other not (for
each), or they may both 'be overrepre-
sented with respect to other consonants.
As the correlation between cooccurrence
vectors increases, the uncertainty of the
joint outcome goes down. So interde-
pendence can be expressed as:

J(x.y) = H(X) + ”(y) - Htw)
Interdependence quantifies the degree

to which entropy is shared by both con-

sonants, an entropic measure of correla-
tion of information. Table l is a sample

calculation on a simplified data set, em-

ploying discrete over and underrepresen-

tation.

Table I: Computing interdependence oft

and 3. All outcomes equiprobable.

Z

l.

S

= , ) =

H(“s") = H(0.25, 0.75) = 0.81

H(“t,s") = H(0.25, 0.5, 0.25) = 1.5

= 1 +0.81 - 1.5 :03]

Table 2 shows the interdependence

computed over the entire Arabic system,

based on the degree of over and under-

representation between consonant .pairs.

Interdependence is normally unSigned,

but a sign has been added for clarity.

Positive values indicate shared cooccur-

rence restrictions, negative values indicate

complementary restrictions. _ .

Gray shading in table 2 indicates inter-

dependence of at least 0.03. All of the

major classes with cooccurrence restnc-

tions have interdependence at or above

this level. In addition, a cooccurrence re-

striction between /w/ and the labials is

revealed.
The interdependence measure also re-

veals a pattern of overrepresentation, in-

dicated by boxes in table 2. Labials are

consistently overrepresented with the

coronal obstruents; the glides /w/ and /y/

are overrepresented with the coronal ob-

struents; and the coronal sonorants are

overrepresented with the dorsals and

gutturals.
We claim these patterns of overrepre—

sentation are another reflex of similarity.

The coronal sonorants share place of ar—
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thus are more similar to them than to the
dorsals and gutturals. The glides /w/ and
/y/ involve a dorsal articulation, and thus
are more similar to the dorsals and guttur-
als than the coronals. Finally, the glide
/w/ has a labial articulation, which gives
some OCP effect between the glides and
the labials.

The patterns of overrepresentation are
especially significant, showing that thecooccurrence data cannot be accountedfor solely in terms of a negative con-straint. If the OCP effects were onlybased on a cooccun‘ence restriction, theunrestricted cases should be uniformlyoverrepresented. Instead, pairs of similarconsonants are restricted, and highly dis-srmrlar ones are more likely to cooccur.Thus, the patterns of overrepresentationprovide additional evidence for the simi-lanty account, extending its applicationfrom underrepresentation to overrepre-sentation. We now turn to the new simi-larity model, which provides an improvedfit for the data.

A NEW APPROACH
'The problems with the previous. simi-lanty . account [I] can be remedied byadopting a heirarchical approach to natu~ral classes and feature specification [2].In the approach developed there, the sys-tem of contrasts in a language is a struc-tural relation among the natural classes ofthe language. The natural classes, which

form a partially ordered set, can be repre-
sented as a “tangled” hierarchy, or lattice.

In this model, the classification of the
phonemes of a language into natural
classes is very similar to other cognitive
classification systems. The natural kinds
of mammal, dog, and German Shepherd
are related to one another in the same way
that the classes coronal, coronal stop, and
/t/ are. Research in cognitive science has
shown that within such hierarchies, mid-
level categories, like dog, are privileged
with respect to superordinate or subordi-
nate ones [6]. For example, these so
called “basic level” categories are the first
to be acquired by children and are more
readily accessible (reflected in faster reac-
tion times).

We claim that there is also a cognitive
basic level in phonological systems, and
this basic level is the most important one
in determining OCP effects. We propose
that the correct feature specification of the
Arabic consonant system has the catego-
ries in (l) as basic level categories.

COMPUTING SIMILARITY .
The function we use to compute simi-

larity differs in two ways from [1]. First,
rather than computing similarity based on
individual features, we propose to com-
pute similarity based on natural classes.
Second, we use a weighting scheme to
capture the primacy of basic level catego-
ries in perceived similarity. Natural
classes at the basic level are weighted

higher than those which are above or be-
low it. The weighting function is also en—
tropic and based on the optimization of
information balance inside and outside of
the category [7]. _

Table 3 shows the results of one sinu-
larity computation. Shading indicates
homorganic consonant pairs with smular—
ity greater than 0.]. All of the major
classes are modeled at this level of Simi-
larity. The correct patterning of /x/ and In/
with both the gutturals and the velars rs
captured, and the subclassification of the
coronal sonorants is also obtained. In ad-
dition, the significant overrepresentation
shown in table 2 is accounted for by pairs
with very low similarity. The boxed re-
gions in table 3 show similarity below
0.05.

Weighting replaces the use of contras-
tive underspecification; the higher
weighting of basic level categories com-
pensates for the additional noncontrastrve
features that might increase the perceived
differences within categories. We are still
exploring the proper combination of fea-
ture assignments and weighting func-
tions in order to find the best fit to the
data. The empirical advantage of this ap-
proach obtains regardless of the particular
function used.

CONCLUSION
OCP-Place is a phonological reflex of

a cognitive universal: similarity. The pat-
tern of cooccun'cnce restrictions across
the lexicon of Arabic reflects both cooc-

sonants and an overrepresentation of
highly dissimilar consonants. Perceived
similarity between two consonants is a
function of the natural classes in which
those consonants are found which are
weighted based on their proximity to the
basic level.
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